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Boreholes, Breakout and Gamma logs

1. Drill thhe
e Right Borehole
Qu
uite recentlyy, one loggingg crew was on
o site comp
pleting the lo
ogging of borrehole 01 wh
hen they werre told that the
seecond boreho
ole had been drilled so they should log it imme
ediately. Thiss was a civil engineeringg application, a
grround study before a larrge structuree was to be built. The lo
oggers weree surprised tto discover that
t
the new
wly
drrilled boreho
ole was closee to horizonttal. It could not
n be logge
ed because the sonde, an
n optical tele
eviewer, cou
uld
no
ot be deliverred 150 metres to the en
nd of the ho
ole...gravity does
d
not help where thee bore trajecctory is greatter
than 50 degrees from verttical.
Th
he client was insistent....the hole mu
ust be loggeed because he needed the
t data. W
What could be done? Weell,
acctually, nothiing could be done. Resultt; one very disappointed
d
d client.
Off course, thee logger could have tried a few tricks. The centtralised opticcal televieweer could havve been gently
pu
ushed to end
d of hole with
h the drill strring. If the ro
ods could be withdrawn without tanggling the logging cable, the
so
onde could be
b winched out
o and a lo
og captured. This option was carefully considereed but was rejected,
r
firstly
beecause the annulus
a
arou
und the drill rods was too small. The
e 3/16" cablee would mosst likely bind
d with the ro
ods
an
nd become entangled,
e
reesulting in a broken cablle. It was a close
c
call butt when deploying an exp
pensive sond
de,
the logger neeeds the oddss of recoveryy to be stackked in his favvour...that was
w not the ccase. Second
dly, the opticcal
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sensor is at the end of the sonde. In the context of drill rod deployment, it is a very fragile piece of equipment.
The driller would not feel any small obstruction and would drive the end of the sonde straight through it. Since
no other delivery option was available, it was decided that the data could not be captured.

OTV sensor with LED array

In some circumstances, manually
deployed drain rods or chimney sweep
rods may be used to push a sonde down
a horizontal bore but, in the writer's
experience, they are only good to about 50 metres. The rods form a spiral as the load increases with distance.
The harder one pushes, the more they bind against the borehole wall. The lightest/stiffest rods will travel
furthest.

The optical televiewer log is absolutely perfect for many geotechnical
studies where holes are drilled horizontally or upwards...it is a pity that it
cannot be delivered beyond
50 metres.
The writer can now expect howls of outrage
from people who have successfully overcome
this problem. Well it would be great to hear
from them...send an illustrated article for
inclusion in the bulletin. Share your success.

An OTV image framed by gamma on
the left and caliper on the right.

An OTV memory device might work, given a
carefully designed rod adapter, but, as far as
this scribe is aware, no such device exists. In
truth, the market is probably too small to
warrant its development cost.
Another option, that was tentatively trialled
in the South African gold mines, is to pull
rather than push the sonde. It was up to the driller to deliver and fix a small pulley wheel (with nylon rope in
place) to the end of his boreholes. The logger would arrive on site to find two rope ends hanging out of the
borehole (or multiple boreholes). He could then attach his sonde (modified with a connection ring at the end) to
one end of the rope and pull it with the other end and with logging cable attached upwards or horizontally until
it reached end of hole. The rope would be visible on the image data but that would not prevent the desired
knowledge from being acquired. The rope allows sonde descent to be controlled in high angle boreholes. Why
this clever trick was not developed further in not known...perhaps the lockable pulley wheels cost too much.
Quite recently, a gold miner, from that same area of the Witwatersrand Basin, requested an optical televiewer
to be run in some angled geotechnical boreholes. In this case, hole diameter was just 48 millimetres. After some
thought and discussions with the OTV sonde's manufacturer, it was decided that the annulus (just 4mm) was too
small. The logger could use a few wraps of plastic insulation tape to act as stand‐offs but the tape would
probably wear away during logging and the transparent sensor cover would be scratched. The sonde's LED
lighting system would probably be ineffective as well, in such a tight borehole. Nothing could be done unless a
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larger borehole could be drilled. Once again, after initial enthusiasm, the end result was a frustrated client. Such
frustrations are not uncommon where the logger is operating outside the more routine labours of the coal
logging market.

If the geologist really needs the
wireline data, he must drill the right
borehole.
It is always frustrating to arrive on site as the logger
and be prevented from accessing the borehole.
Only last week, a job was aborted because, although
the pipe that was to be examined by an optical
televiewer was indeed the promised 58 millimetres in
diameter, the client had failed to mention that the
pipe lengths were riveted together. The pop‐rivets
extended inwards, making the effective diameter only
46 millimetres. The sonde would not run smoothly
past such internal pipe upsets and its sensor cover
would probably be scratched in the process. The risk
of sonde loss or damage was considered too great on
this occasion. Yes...another unhappy client (phew!).
Typical problems, in this case related to access and risk, that are often encountered by the logger when he
arrives on sites where the driller and his rig have moved on to another location:


The driller has removed the steel casing and the borehole is blocked.



The driller has removed the steel casing and replaced it with cheaper PVC pipe , which is not properly fixed.



The driller has failed to cap the borehole and little boys have thrown the core back where it came from.



The top of the steel casing is just visible, with the use of a torch, about one metre down the borehole.
The driller should always leave a casing
stick‐up (surface projection) of about 30
centimetres (a good old foot)...it should be
written into his contract.

No stick‐up here. The casing could not be
seen from the surface...risky!

When the casing is set below ground level,
there is always the risk of a stone or piece
of equipment being accidentally kicked
into the hole during logging.
The logger should use chevron tape or
traffic cones to keep vehicles away from
the borehole.
This logger lost a sonic sonde in Morocco a
few years ago, when the geologists roared
onto site in his Landrover and parked right
next to the hole...which promptly
collapsed onto the sonde.
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So, the geologist must make sure that he drills the right borehole and protects it, especially if the rig is to leave
site before logging commences. A stick‐up is particularly important and so is a secure cap, particularly if the hole
is drilled near a community or next to a footpath.

If a borehole is to be wireline logged, the driller should
always leave projecting casing....20‐40cm is fine.
If he does not, loose stones are easily kicked down
hole during logging which results in fishing costs and
possible sonde replacement costs (up to $50,000.00).
The example on the right is ideal.

The casing cap should have the borehole number clearly
marked on it. Loggers have, on more than one occasion
in the past, either logged the wrong borehole or labelled
the log with the wrong borehole number. This is a
problem where multiple holes are required to be logged
in one area. Sometimes the logger forgets which holes
he has logged and ends up crawling around on his knees
studying tyre tracks. It's all about minimising errors. If it can go wrong, it probably will.

The ideal borehole is HQ in diameter, drilled slightly off vertical
and properly cased, with the original casing, labelled and capped.
Checklist to be given to the logger before he mobilises
Area / project (for header)

Casing type/size, original?

Borehole name(s)

Casing depth(s)

Borehole depth

Casing stick‐up

Borehole diameter(s)

Labelled cap in place?

Nominal angle from vertical

Logs required

Expected fluid level

Depth zone to be logged
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2. Measurement Focus
A review of one wireline log measurement
The total natural gamma ray log
Natural radioactive elements with large atoms, are made in stellar supernovae. Those that were included in the
Earth's amalgamation are steadily decaying and most have since decayed to a stable elemental state. There are
three major exceptions which, due to their remarkably log half‐lives, are still radioactive today.
Element

Common isotopes

Half‐life

K

Potassium K40

1.25 billion years

U

Uranium U235 and U238

700 million and 4.5 billion years respectively

Th

Thorium Th232

14 billion years

Most gamma ray logs are measurements of total natural gamma...all unstable isotopes combined.
The geological interpretation of natural gamma logs is a complex business. From the logger's
perspective, and he is somewhere upstream of those thought processes, the important thing is to
capture a good log.
Actually, in most cases, where simple correlation is the goal, the finer points in this respect are
neither practiced or required. But there will be times when really good gamma log is needed and
so we should describe the process.

Data capture
Tool orientation
The first decision is whether to run the tool centred of eccentred in the borehole. This might be
decided for the logger if, for instance, he is only running a gamma detector that is part of a side‐
walled density sonde. Given the choice he would:


Run an eccentred tool on a sonde with no radioactive source.

Eccentred tools require less compensation for borehole effects and describe bed boundaries better than
centralised tools. The presence of a radioactive source, on a density sonde for instance, can sometimes pollute
the natural gamma log, particularly in wide diameter dry boreholes.
Logging Speed
Radiation occurs randomly, not at a steady rate
per second. Two logs of the same formation
will always be slightly different.
5 gamma logs run at 2 metres per minute
and plotted together. A 21 point moving
average filter was applied to each curve.

If an average count rate is taken, from a long
enough time period, this averaged value will be
representative of the formation and, when
repeated, will be very similar to the original.


Log as slowly as possible

As the gamma detector passes along a borehole it captures time‐based data that are converted to depth‐based
data. The longer the sonde takes to move one depth datum the greater the time averaged sample and the more
representative the log value. A larger or denser crystal will also result in more data to average.
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Raw and filtered gamma data: same sonde, same CPS scale, 1m/minute on the left, 10m/minute on the right

Logs run too quickly result in noisy data which, when filtered, will misrepresent the formation. Referring to the
rather extreme case above, it can be seen that the filtered logs overlaying the unfiltered raw logs look rather
different...the slower log being far superior. Logs of less radioactive rock will suffer more in this respect. When
the logger must log quickly, one option is to use a trisonde (gamma and uncollimated dual density) with its
radioactive source removed. The tool will record three natural gamma logs that may be stacked.

Data processing
Dead time correction
Dead‐time, the time during the capture and counting of a gamma ray when a second gamma ray cannot be
counted, does not affect the average log of clastic formations or of potash seams. It does affect logs of high
grade uranium where count rates run into thousands per second. A typical dead‐time for a scintillation
crystal/PM tube system, which is the universal choice of mineral logging tool manufacturers, is about 4 micro‐
seconds. As long as the log does not plateau, the correction is calculated as:
GAMT = {GAMR} / (1 ‐ ({GAMR} * TD))
Where: GAMT is the true gamma ray count rate, GAMR is
the recorded raw gamma ray log in CPS (WellCAD syntax)
and TD is the dead‐time in seconds (typically 0.000004).

Note that processing software packages, like
WellCAD, provide dead time compensation as one of
their borehole condition corrections...which can be
less confusing than playing with formulae.
The Z effect
In order to be counted, a gamma ray must travel from
its source nucleus, through the formation and drilling
mud/water to the sonde. Throughout this journey,
long or short, the gamma ray will be scattered by
electrons (Compton scattering) and gradually lose
energy. The probability of a gamma ray from a source
location close to the sonde actually reaching the
sonde, before losing all its energy and being captured, will be fairly constant in formations comprising a mixture
of the major rock forming elements (Z=8 through to Z=20).
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Bigger atoms have many more tightly bound electrons in their inner shells which are very good at capturing tired
gamma rays. Uranium (Z=92 and its daughters) is an example. If U were present in the formation, the probability
of capture en route to the sonde would increase. This effect becomes noticeable at ore grades above 0.5%
uranium oxide (U3O8). Both the count rate and the depth of investigation would be affected by this
phenomenon.
To correct the count rate, it is necessary to employ a multiple calibrator set or an assayed borehole that includes
high grade ore that allows a polynomial response curve to be described.

Borehole compensation
The next thing to consider is borehole diameter compensation. An increase in diameter reduces the volume of
radioactive formation around the sonde which is replaced by drilling fluid whose density must be known. The
chart below describes the corrections required
for a 43mm diameter eccentred sonde. The
formula is converted to WellCAD syntax here:

ρf*( 1‐(exp((‐0.1244)*({CAL}‐1.69))))+0.7
Where ρf is the fluid density in gm/cc and {CAL} is
the borehole caliper log (or bit size) in inches.

This takes the count rate to what it would be
in a standard condition of a 4 inch diameter
hole containing 1.2gm/cc mud, which is fine if
the user just wants to unify a gamma log data
set before or after calibration.
If he wants to link the data to his calibrated
test well, he should multiply the formula result
by a constant based on the Y axis (as shown).
Calibration
The industry standard unit for gamma ray logs
is API (or, more correctly, GAPI). This unit is
based on a reference test pit located at
Houston University in the USA.
The test pit comprises a set of three buried
concrete blocks vertically stacked with the one in the middle made artificially radioactive with very precise
contributions of potassium, uranium and thorium. The mix is designed to mimic a typical North American shale.
There will be a slight error in deduced API value where a logged formation has different ratios of the three
elements.
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A value of 200 API is ascribed to the block which may be wireline logged via a cased conduit allowing later
calibration of clip‐on jigs or similar blocks or test wells.
Many logging contractors offer gamma logs in uncalibrated CPS, which is perfectly alright where the log is used
qualitatively, for correlation for instance but there are times when measurement precision and calibration are
important.

The object is normalisation..."the process that ensures that all examples of the same
tool type respond in the same way to a common stimulus".
This quote from an old Reeves calibration guide puts it in a nutshell. Logs run on different days using different
logging tools should result in the same log, within an acceptable tolerance. That is why we use API.

How to deal with potassium and uranium calibration
Quite often, the logger is required to convert his gamma log to KCl (potassium chloride) % or U3O8 Kg/tonne,
depending on whether he is exploring for potash or uranium. Usually, the client will ask for a log in CPS so that
he can establish a K factor based
on laboratory analysis of his
core. The resulting log provides
depth
control,
continuous
measurement and a check on
the precision of the laboratory
analysis.
This logger treats potash and
uranium borehole logging quite
differently.
For potash exploration, he has
always recommended logging in
calibrated API units and
converting to eKCl% based on a
standard K factor established
using locally acquired data...it
should always be close to
API*0.075.
This allows the use of multiple sondes and avoids the problem of calibration well collapse...loss of reference.
For uranium, he has generally agreed to use a protected test well cross referenced with laboratory data and an
industry standard such as the test pits in Adelaide, Pelindaba or Grand Junction. This is because the test well
offers automatic, in‐situ, correction for both dead time and the Z effect. It is probably the best way to operate in
high count rates. Quite often, reliance on test pits is compromised by their U3O8 values being much lower than
those encountered in the field.
Generally we would expect the K factor derived from these references, when used in higher grade uranium
deposits, to result in an understatement of grade.

In summary


The total natural gamma log is a chemical property measurement that can be made very precise if the
sonde run slowly.



It is best to log the sonde eccentred in the bore.



For quantitative measurement, it is necessary to compensate for borehole diameter and mud density.



At high count rates it is necessary to compensate for dead time and, in extreme cases, the Z effect.



The logger will normally supply data in API units but that is not always essential if a test well is available.
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3. Guest Article
Continuing our analysis of image logs
In Situ Stress Measurement Using Acoustic Televiewer Breakout Data
1.

Introduction

A good understanding of local stress conditions is of critical importance for mine design and mine management.
During the mine design phase of a mining operation, the mine plan is engineered. This includes the geometry of
the final completed mine, excavation sequence, and ground support design.
Mine design is conducted using numerical modelling and analytical techniques. The primary inputs for these
models are principal stress orientations and magnitudes, geology, mechanical rock properties and rock failure
criteria.
Once a mine is operational, the safety of employees working underground is of the utmost importance, and for
this, a good understand of stress is critical.
Stress is traditionally a challenging quantity to measure because it can be highly variable across a region of
interest and the available methods can be time consuming, expensive, have high rates of failure, and can have
high levels of uncertainty. Some of the most common stress measurement methods used in mine environments
are described below:
Hydraulic Fracturing:


This method involves a packer system and high‐pressure pumps to generate high‐pressure fluid to
induce tensile fracture growth or the reopening of an existing fracture. Hydraulic fracturing is effectively
a two‐dimensional measurement of stress which can capture information about the orientation of the
maximum (SHmax) and minimum (SHmin) horizontal stresses and the magnitude of SHmin.

Over‐coring:


This method generally involves first drilling a borehole and then at the bottom of the borehole, drilling a
small pilot hole. Inside the pilot hole, a small measuring cell is installed that measures multiple strain
components. Next, the pilot hole is “over‐cored” and the strain changes are measured by the cell. This
method can measure the full stress tensor at one point.

Micro‐earthquake Focal Mechanisms:


This method uses seismology source theory to invert P and S‐wave amplitudes, recorded on a micro‐
seismic array, for the moment tensor. Subsequently, the micro‐seismic moment tensor is inverted for
various components of the stress tensor.

Acoustic Emission Kaiser Effect:


This method takes six mini cores, from a larger core section, with different orientations. For each mini
core, a uniaxial compressive experiment is conducted where axial stress and Acoustic Emission (AE) rate
are recorded. For each mini core, the axial stress at the point where the AE rate rapidly increases above
the background level is recorded. These six axial stresses are then used to calculate the stress tensor.

KORE has developed a stress analysis method that uses borehole breakouts measured with an Acoustic
Televiewer (ATV) from multiple deviated boreholes, to invert for principal stress orientations and provide
constraints on relative magnitude.

This method can produce rapid results, using data that typically already exists, and
includes a robust uncertainty analysis to allow engineers to understand the
confidence of the resulting stress model.
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Figu
ure 1: ATV im
mage of bore
ehole breako
outs.

2.

Method
dology

An
n ATV probee obtains a high
h
resolutio
on, oriented
d acoustic im
mage of the borehole waall, using a rotating
r
senssor
that transmitss ultrasound pulses towaards the borrehole. These pulses refllect off the borehole waall and back to
the receiver, where
w
the am
mplitude of the
t reflected signal and the
t travel tim
me are record
ded.
If there are fraactures or brreakouts preesent on the borehole waall, the time taken for the pulse to trravel there and
baack will be greater, as reflected in
n the travel time log, and
a
the relaative amplittude of the pulse will be
attenuated, ass reflected in
n the amplitu
ude log.
Figgure 1 (abovve) presents an examplee of an ATV imaged breaakout sectio
on. The raw ATV images of travel tim
me
an
nd ultrasonicc amplitude are manually picked for breakouts.. Breakout sections are described by their lengtth,
higgh side anglee, tilt, width,, and distancce downholee.
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Figure 2:

Borehole breakout and survey data for one borehole.

For each borehole, the average breakout orientation is computed using a statistical formulation for a
diametrically bimodal circular distribution. Figure 2 includes polar plots of breakout orientations (high side and
breakout azimuth coordinate systems), borehole azimuth and tilt as a function of distance downhole, breakout
orientation and length as a function of distance downhole, and polar plots of borehole trend and breakout
azimuth. In these plots, the raw distribution of breakout orientations and the computed mean value are
displayed.
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The Inversion is set up as a forward modelling optimization problem. In this framework, optimization is done to
find the stress state that best matches the observations of borehole breakout and the forward modelling
calculates the theoretical orientation of breakout given some stress state. Theoretical stress modelling is done
using the assumption that the rock volume where the boreholes are drilled is linear elastic, homogeneous, and
isotropic.
Figure 3 displays an example of how the stress optimization procedure works. For this example, ATV data was
logged on six deviated boreholes and average breakout orientations were computed for each borehole. First, an
initial stress state is randomly guessed and the theoretical breakout orientations for each borehole are
calculated.
Next, the quality of fit between the observed and theoretical breakout orientations is assessed. In this case,
except for one borehole, the fit is poor and the algorithm moves onto the next stress state. This processes is
continued until the best matching stress state is found.

Figure 3:

Stress inversion procedure for six boreholes.

The following is a case study performed on ATV breakout data collected on 10 boreholes from a deep
underground mine (> 2 km). Figure 4 presents a comparison of the raw breakout data and the averaged data.
With the averaged data, the stress inversion algorithm searches all possible stress states, finally converging on
the best match.
Figure 5 presents the best matching stress state which shows the minimum principal stress pointing sub‐vertical
and the maximum horizontal stress rotated 20o East of North. The quality of fit can be visually assessed in Figure
5 by comparing the orientation of the observed breakout orientations (red) and the modelled orientations
(black), for which the stress optimization algorithm is trying to minimize the difference between.
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Figure 4:

Comparison of raw and averaged breakout data.

This method for In Situ stress measurement has many advantages over
traditional methods:
1. The required data for this analysis (ATV logs) has additional
applications and in many mines, has already been acquired for
a different purpose. ATV data is more commonly collected to
measure the true orientation of fractures and faults.
2. The stress model is based on thousands of observations, given
the continuous nature of ATV data, rather than a handful of
point measurements. This also allows for the analysis of local
stress rotations around geological structures, which can help
with hazard assessment.
3. A detailed uncertainty analysis accompanies the resulting
stress model, which provides the client with knowledge that
allows for the proper use of the results.
4. Breakout data from multiple boreholes ranging from vertical
to horizontal can be used.
5. ATV measurements are In Situ and can be obtained in virgin or
active mining areas.
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Figure 5:

Optimum stress model.

Guest article provided by:
S.D. Goodfellow KORE Geosystems, Canada
C. Drielsma DGI Geoscience, Canada
V. Gerrie KORE Geosystems, Canada

koregeosystems.com
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4. Wireline data processing and analysis
How to get the best from the logs
Gamma Log Calibration Using Laboratory Data
It is common practice for the logger to be given laboratory assayed data, usually in block (histogramme) format,
so that he can use them to calibrate his gamma log. One way to do this is to cross‐plot the logs and describe a
regression function that best fits the data...it will normally be a best fit straight line through scattered data.

Cross plotting interval lab data with a continuous gamma log (GAMR)

There may be a small population and there is always scatter. The scatter is caused, in part, by some lack of
precision in the laboratory data set but mainly by depth matching errors and the shoulder effect...a lack of
perfect resolution in the gamma log.
The gamma log is really very good because it is objective,
in‐situ, complete, continuous, linear (at these count
rates) and vertically precise. It only lacks resolution and
calibration.

Gamma log (left) compared to lab data
converted to a well log (blue curve)

The best way to overcome all the depth and shoulder
effect issues is to measure the areas under the curves
covering the whole data set...the log curve and the
laboratory data converted to a wireline log.
Both logs should be sampled at 1 centimetre depth
intervals. In zones between laboratory blocks, where the
lab count is zero (not measured), the log data should be
edited to zero (quickly drawn to zero by hand).
The comparison of summed areas for the entire data set
with background noise between seams purged, provides
a very reliable K factor that is unaffected by depth errors
and the shoulder effect. Note that multiple data sets may
be spliced together, after depth shifting, in order to
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increase the data sample. No filtering is necessary. Comparison of K factors from more than one data set allows
a check on laboratory log precision. The methodology assumes reasonable borehole conditions.
The area under the curve or block averaging methods may then be used to analyse multiple gamma log data sets
reliably.

Comments, anecdotes and error alerts will all be
welcomed and included in the next (July 1)
Bulletin.
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